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            Why attend
                EMCC
this Year?


            
                
                    
                         1. Meet experts from all over the World 

                        EMCC is a unique possibility to exchange with many of the worldwide best
                            experts, talking about future demands, introducing new product ideas and getting
                            feedback.


                    
                         2. Merging of the Automotive Software Ecosystem 

                        
                        EMCC is an Expert Community, melting together Tool & Solution
                            Vendors, Users, and further Partners of the Automotive Software Ecosystem.


                    
                         3. Join Forces to overcome Threats 

                        EMCC is for the Vehicle Domain a unique chance to join Forces
                            in order to overcome the serious Threats, rising from new Software Domains, capturing the
                            Automotive Market with a disruptive Power without precedent.


                

            

        

    




    





    
        
            
                
                     Is EMCC for You? 

                

                EMCC is an exclusive expert
                    convention with world-wide participants. EMCC is the technical software experts’ convention for
                    seniors/principals/fellows in roles like SW Architect, SW Integrator, Project Manager, Technical
                    Team Lead, Product Group / Product Line Manager. EMCC addresses the top challenges in the area of
                    software engineering of vehicle systems – in 2022 focusing on: Software Integration, Continuous X,
                    Devops.

                    EMCC 2022 is organized by partners iSYSTEM and VECTOR (EMCC Consortia). In 2022, after two years
                        of home office break, EMCC Consortia set itself news goals for uniting experts on the  next
                        scale of quality and quantity.


                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                

                
                     Let's evolve the next Age of Software Technology
                        together 

                

            

            
                

            

            
        

    




    





    
        
            What’s in it
for
                You?



            

                
                     Agenda 

                


                
                    

                


                
                    	Day 1: Tuesday, Oct. 11th
	Day 2: Wednesday, Oct. 12th


                    
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                08:15
                                
                                     Registration and Welcome Coffee 

                                
                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            
                                09:00
                                 Welcoming and Opening Remarks of the EMCC 2022 

                                    Speaker: Sabrina Kisslinger (iSYSTEM), Dr. Michael Deubzer (Vector)
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 iSYSTEM
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 Vector
                                            


                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            09:15
                                 Keynote Speech: Automotive Systems-Engineering – 1 Expression, n Meanings 
Speaker: Prof. Eric Sax (KIT)
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Technology is on the rise and is available as “bulk goods” more or less in an
                                        electronic store. Where real value comes from is the integration of several
                                        parts to a whole. Robustness, costs, safety are the driving forces of new
                                        applications. These new applications derive from the challenging task of
                                        integrating components, subsystems, competencies and organizational units.
                                        Processes, methods and tools are key.
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                            10:15
                                 Networking Morning Coffee and Exhibition 

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                 Session 1: Software Integration on Parallel Real-Time Systems 

                            

                        

                    



                    
                        
                            10:45
                                 Continuous Virtual Integration of distributed Body & Comfort-E/E-Systems Based on AUTOSAR 
Speaker: Thomas Ringler (Mercedes-Benz)
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Motivation: Characteristics of Body & Comfort Domain at Mercedes-Benz:
                                        Highly distributed functions => Digitalization as key enabler for fast
                                        development of these functions => early system-validation by simulation of
                                        virtual ECUs based on AUTOSAR
 In-house software-development based on AUTOSAR
                                        Methodology
 Clearly defined Application-Pattern as prerequisite for
                                        efficient Application SW integration
 Continuous integration toolchain for
                                        generation of virtual ECUs
 Simulation of distributed E/E-Systems

                                        Conclusion and outlook
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                            11:30
                                 Efficient and Safe Calculations in Heterogenous Multi-Core
                                    Environments 
Speaker: Rudolf Grave (Tasking)
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    This
                                        talk shall explain the need of current heterogenous multicore environments and
                                        how they can be used from a compiler and low level driver perspective. A
                                        challenge is the distribution of various calculation like matrix multiplication
                                        or routing functions on different type of cores as a potential forwarding to a
                                        dedicated core might take some processing delays as well. Summarizing the talk
                                        will provide some guideline what needs to be considered while using todays
                                        multicore processor and will give an outlook what needs to be done to support
                                        today developers. As an example the usage of the parallel processing unit (PPU)
                                        on and Infineon Aurix shall be explained.
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                            12:15
                                 Why We Need a New Worst-Case Timing Approach for Automotive 

                                    Speaker: Peter Gliwa (Gliwa)
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    The
                                        talk will briefly explain how WCxT tools work and what the challenges are when
                                        using them for real projects. It will give real-world 2022 examples from safety
                                        relevant automotive projects. It will also come up with a few suggestions
                                        regarding how to use ‘worst case approaches’ in the future. It can thus function
                                        as a starting point of a discussion aiming to define how embedded software
                                        timing can be secured efficiently and safely in the future.
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 Gliwa


                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            13:00
                                 Networking Lunch and Exhibition 

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                 Session 2:  SoC / Mixed AUTOSAR CP/AP-Systems

                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            14:30
                                 Classical AUTOSAR Integration With ROS 2
Speaker: Amr Ali (Swift Act)
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    With its
                                        reliable distributed architecture and its huge selection of “off-the-shelf”
                                        features, Robot Operating System (ROS) is becoming a preferred open source
                                        middleware for many industries. In recent years, ROS attracted the attention of
                                        the automotive industry. However, safety/cyber security remain as a main
                                        challenge to integrate RoS in automotive architectures. The problem becomes
                                        appealing considering a heterogeneous system, where ROS has to interact with
                                        AUTOSAR. In this presentation, we show how existing technologies can be used to
                                        achieve safety and security for connected heterogeneous systems. We describe the
                                        use case and we elaborate the methodology used to achieve compliance with both
                                        ISO 26262 and ISO 21434.
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 Swift Act


                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    



                    
                        
                            15:15
                                 Design and Verification of a Dynamic Architecture at a Logical
                                    Level 
Speaker: Frieder Heckmann (Valeo)
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Modern
                                        driver assistance functions are realized by the interaction of various hardware
                                        and software components. To make the ever-increasing complexity manageable,
                                        Valeo uses an architecture design focused on event chains, taking the
                                        functionality of the entire vehicle into account. This allows a dynamic
                                        architecture to be designed at an early stage of development at the logical
                                        architecture level, independent of any specific technology and validated by
                                        simulation. The logical architecture is modeled by a dedicated UML Profile which
                                        enables the representation in a model based development tool. Integration
                                        requirements can be derived from the logical architecture and verified with
                                        integration tests. This talk uses the illustrative example of a driver
                                        assistance function to demonstrate the methodology developed for this
                                        purpose.
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                            16:00
                                 Networking Afternoon Coffee and Exhibition 

                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            16:15
                                 Automotive Middleware for ADAS and AD Systems
Speaker: Dr. Stjepan Dujmovic (Bosch)
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Middleware solutions play an important role in
decoupling application components from each other and from the underlying hardware. Available automotive middleware implementations do not cover all specific requirements of ADAS and AD systems. We discuss these requirements and propose a new middleware solution which fulfills these requirements.
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                            17:00
                                 Closing day 1 
Speaker: Sabrina Kisslinger (iSYSTEM), Dr. Michael Deubzer (Vector)
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                            18:00
                                 Evening Event: Casino Night 

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    After a
                                        long but very exciting day with, as we hope, a totally new perspective of your
                                        challenges, we invite you for a networking dinner.


                                

                            

                        

                    







                

                
                    
                        
                            08:30
                                 Morning Coffee 

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            08:45
                                 Short Welcoming and Overview of the Day 
Speaker: Sabrina Kisslinger (iSYSTEM), Dr. Michael Deubzer (Vector)
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                                 Session 3: DevOps & Continuous Integration for Collaborative Development 

                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            08:50
                                Enabling DevOps with Hardware Parity between Vehicle and Cloud
Speaker: Dr. Alexander Lenk (AWS)
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    The presentation will give an overview on how to accelerate the vehicle software development by
utilizing hardware parity between the vehicle and the Cloud. A key enabler for this is the Scalable Open Architecture for Embedded Edge (SOAFEE).
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                            09:30
                                 The need for Industrialized Software Engineering 
Speaker: Jorge Manuel Lopes (Capgemini)
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Today's
                                        software development ecosystem is no longer made up of isolated islands, where
                                        work packages were delivered for implementation, followed by a period of reduced
                                        interaction until the final delivery. Now everything is connected and software
                                        development is no exception. Customer and suppliers work together
                                        collaboratively on the same product. The specification, design, implementation
                                        and verification and validation of the system has a high degree of
                                        parallelization. A key part of enabling efficient work together is end-to-end
                                        lifecycle industrialization. In this talk, we will focus on this concept,
                                        illustrating it with real examples.
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                            10:15
                                 Networking Morning Coffee and Exhibition 

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            10:45
                                 Towards Data Driven Usability Engineering in an Automotive Software Factory 
Speaker: Dr. Johann Schenkl (trinnovative), Dr. Valentin Lohmüller (Vector)
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    The
                                        talk presents how telemetry data collection and analysis is integrated the
                                        Vector's Automotive Software Factory tool chain and fosters the shift towards
                                        constant software evolution. We see constant feedback on the current acceptance
                                        and usability of new released tool versions as strategic success factors. Based
                                        on concrete data about the performance and behavior of our software solution in
                                        practice, we aim to develop a deep understanding of how software engineers
                                        exactly work, what they do, and how their environment looks like. To achieve
                                        this, we implemented a highly scalable data collection and analysis, running on
                                        Kubernetes and building upon open-source technologies such as Open Telemetry,
                                        Grafana and Prometheus.
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                                 Session 4: Examples of Practical Applications 

                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            11:30
                                 Debug of a timing-based race condition using an embedded debugger toolchain and a timed virtual ECU model 
Speaker: Robert Evert (Micronova), Matthias Glück (Volkswagen)
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    The
                                        presentation describes a multi-core multi-path debug case. Due to timing
                                        constraints between the two MCUs during startup the fault condition was
                                        triggered. The problem has been analyzed and the presentation shows the way
                                        using iSystem debug solutions and a virtual ECU level 4. Finally the root cause
                                        of a software function could be identified.
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                            12:15
                                 Networking Lunch and Exhibition 

                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            13:15
                                 Timing Analysis in AUTOSAR Environments 
Speaker: Rudi Dienstbeck (AUTOSAR Consortium)
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    This
                                        presentation will give an overview how software timing is handled within
                                        AUTOSAR. It will cover the definition of timing constraints, the (automated)
                                        implementation of measurement points, the actual measuring of timing beaviour
                                        and the validation against the timing constraints. The well-defined and
                                        specified AUTOSAR methodology helps in each of these steps in both, the AUTOSAR
                                        Classic Platform and AUTOSAR Adaptive Platform.
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                            14:00
                                 Multi-Threading – Fork-Join - in Automotive Real-Time
                                    Applications 
Speaker: Benjamin Schatz (ZF Friedrichshafen)
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    ZF
                                        developed together with Vector a concept and an implementation on introducing
                                        multi-threading in AUTOSAR CP Systems with only using Basic Task. A mechanism
                                        for Fork-Join was implemented, enabling start of multiple Child-Threads for
                                        parallelization of computation intensive tasks and later synchronization barrier
                                        for collecting all Child-Thread results. The concept was implemented already ~3
                                        years ago in a serial production ECU
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                            14:45
                                 Closing Day 2 
Speaker: Sabrina Kisslinger (iSYSTEM), Dr. Michael Deubzer (Vector)
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                     Date & Venue 

                

                The EMCC-Conference 2022
                    will take place on October, 11th and 12th in Stuttgart, Germany. The Schiller Hall is a
                    part of the „Kultur
                        & Kongresszentrum Liederhalle“.

                    Corona / Covid-19
 The event will take place under the legal Corona
                        regulations of the federal state of Baden-Württemberg. No restrictions are planned at
                        the moment.

                    Accomodation
 Very next to the event location there is the hotel MARITIM. If you like, you can profit from our
                        special rates. Use the code „EMCC 2022“.


            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                

            

            
                
                     EMCC Evening Event 

                    Between the two conference days, there will be the unique EMCC evening event.

                        For intensifying your matches, we booked the club mash,
                        close to the conference venue. The mash is one of the largest and most impressive event
                        locations in Stuttgart in the middle of the trendy and cultural district, the „Bosch Areal“. The
                        venue, which was completely redesigned in the summer of 2008, shines in a globally unique design
                        by the award-winning architectural firm Ippolito Fleitz Group.
 EMCC organization team put in
                        all their efforts to arrange one of the greatest conference evening events. You can expect a
                        great evening event with delicious food, a casino, a flying barkeeper, and many more.

                    Due to capacity limitations, the evening event is limited to the first 200
                        registrations.


            

            
                
                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                

                
            

        

    




    





    
        
            Any
                questions
 at the Moment?


            
                 Contact 

                EMCC is organized by the partners iSYSTEM and Vector (EMCC Consortia)
 If you
                    have further question, do not hesitated to contact us. We will get back to you as soon as possible.
                    We are happy to answer your questions and also finalize your booking.

                Email Contact
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             Legal Information (Imprint) 

            Responsible for the website:
Vector Informatik GmbH
 Ingersheimer
                Straße 24
 70499 Stuttgart
 Deutschland
Phone: +49
                711-80670-0
Fax: +49 711-80670-111
Email: info@vector.com
Geschäftsführer:
Dr. Thomas Beck
Dr. Stefan Krauß
Thomas Riegraf

						Commercial Register (Handelsregister) Stuttgart HRB 17317
 VAT identification number: DE146017258

            Event organizer:
iSYSTEM AG für Informatiksysteme

                Carl-Zeiss-Straße 1
 85247 Schwabhausen
Phone: +49(8138)6971-0
Fax: +49(8138)6971-46
Email: info@isystem.com
Web: www.isystem.com
Board
                    of Management: Erol Simsek, Werner Fischer, Martin Gröstenberger, Armin Stingl

                Commercial register of the local courts (Amtsgericht) München HRB 14875
 VAT identification number:
                DE128231221

            Website made by: MAJORMEDIA

            Sources for the images used:
 Images "Home": © Kultur- und Kongresszentrum
                Liederhalle | Florian Selig
 Images "For whom": © Vector Informatik GmbH
 Images "Date &
                Venue": © Kultur- und Kongresszentrum Liederhalle | Florian Selig
 Images "EMCC Evening Event": ©
                Mash Event GmbH


    

    
        
             Privacy Policy 

            1. General information and mandatory information
Data protection

            The operators of this website take the protection of your personal data very seriously. We treat your
                personal data as confidential and in accordance with the statutory data protection regulations and this
                privacy policy.

            If you use this website, various pieces of personal data will be collected. Personal information is any
                data with which you could be personally identified. This privacy policy explains what information we
                collect and what we use it for. It also explains how and for what purpose this happens.

            Please note that data transmitted via the internet (e.g. via email communication) may be subject to
                security breaches. Complete protection of your data from third-party access is not possible.

            Notice concerning the party responsible for this website

            The party responsible for processing data on this website is:

            Vector Informatik GmbH
 Ingersheimer Straße 24
 70499 Stuttgart
 Deutschland

            Telephone: +49 711-80670-0
 Email: info@vector.com

            The responsible party is the natural or legal person who alone or jointly with others decides on the
                purposes and means of processing personal data (names, email addresses, etc.).
2. Data collection
            on our website
Cookies

            Some of our web pages use cookies. Cookies do not harm your computer and do not contain any viruses.
                Cookies help make our website more user-friendly, efficient, and secure. Cookies are small text files
                that are stored on your computer and saved by your browser.

            Most of the cookies we use are so-called "session cookies." They are automatically deleted after your
                visit. Other cookies remain in your device's memory until you delete them. These cookies make it
                possible to recognize your browser when you next visit the site.

            You can configure your browser to inform you about the use of cookies so that you can decide on a
                case-by-case basis whether to accept or reject a cookie. Alternatively, your browser can be configured
                to automatically accept cookies under certain conditions or to always reject them, or to automatically
                delete cookies when closing your browser. Disabling cookies may limit the functionality of this
                website.

            Cookies which are necessary to allow electronic communications or to provide certain functions you wish
                to use (such as the shopping cart) are stored pursuant to Art. 6 paragraph 1, letter f of DSGVO. The
                website operator has a legitimate interest in the storage of cookies to ensure an optimized service
                provided free of technical errors. If other cookies (such as those used to analyze your surfing
                behavior) are also stored, they will be treated separately in this privacy policy.
Server log
            files

            The website provider automatically collects and stores information that your browser automatically
                transmits to us in "server log files". These are:

            	Browser type and browser version
	Operating system used
	Referrer URL
	Host name of the accessing computer
	Time of the server request
	IP address


            These data will not be combined with data from other sources.

            The basis for data processing is Art. 6 (1) (f) DSGVO, which allows the processing of data to fulfill a
                contract or for measures preliminary to a contract.
Contact form

            Should you send us questions via the contact form, we will collect the data entered on the form,
                including the contact details you provide, to answer your question and any follow-up questions. We do
                not share this information without your permission.

            We will, therefore, process any data you enter onto the contact form only with your consent per Art. 6
                (1)(a) DSGVO. You may revoke your consent at any time. An informal email making this request is
                sufficient. The data processed before we receive your request may still be legally processed.

            We will retain the data you provide on the contact form until you request its deletion, revoke your
                consent for its storage, or the purpose for its storage no longer pertains (e.g. after fulfilling your
                request). Any mandatory statutory provisions, especially those regarding mandatory data retention
                periods, remain unaffected by this provision.
  
3. Third Party Services

            Surveymonkey

            To carry out registration on our website, we use SurveyMonkey Europe UC, 2 Shelbourne Buildings,
                Shelbourne Road, Dublin, Ireland. In this respect, you will be forwarded to our SurveyMonkey page.
                SurveyMonkey collects information about the device and application you use for registration. This
                includes the IP address, the version of your operating system, the type of device, as well as
                information about system and performance and the type of browser. When you participate through a mobile
                device, SurveyMonkey also captures the device's UUID. SurveyMonkey also uses third-party tracking
                services, which in turn include cookies and page tags (also known as web beacons), to collect usage data
                and user statistics. We have no control over the amount of data collected by SurveyMonkey. For more
                information on the cookies used by SurveyMonkey, data protection and storage time, see the link
                below
https://www.surveymonkey.de/mp/legal/.
            

            You can prevent the installation of cookies by deleting existing cookies and disabling cookies in the
                settings of your web browser. We would like to point out that in this case, you may not be able to use
                all the features of our website to the full.

            We use SurveyMonkey to provide you with the registration feature. In this sense, our legitimate interest
                in the processing of the said data is also due to Article 6 (1) lit. f) GDPR.

            SurveyMonkey Europe UC is a subsidiary of SurveyMonkey Inc., headquartered in the United States. It is
                not out of the question that your data collected by SurveyMonkey will also be transferred to the United
                States. However, SurveyMonkey Inc. has submitted to and certifies the Privacy Shield Agreement concluded
                between the European Union and the United States. SurveyMonkey is therefore committed to complying with
                the standards and regulations of European Data Protection Law.

            More information on the EU Privacy Shield and its validity can be found here: https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt0000000Gn7zAAC&status=Active.
            
GoTo Webinar

            We offer webinars and use the software solution "GoToWebinar" from the webinar technology provider
                LogMeIn, Inc. The webinar invitations, planning, performing and moderating is executed through the
                GoToWebinar website and/or the client software. In this respect, they take place
                computer-/software-supported via an encrypted connection on the Internet. You can participate in one of
                our "Live Webinars" if you have registered for it before.

            The following data is required and requested during the registration process to enable you participating
                in the webinar as well as to follow-up on your questions during and after the webinar: name, first name,
                e-mail address. Confirming the registration by clicking the appropriate button, the data will be
                provided to us for the following use:

            You will receive a personalized registration confirmation, reminders to the webinar and possible date
                changes via the e-mail address provided. You can easily cancel or cancel your registration for the
                webinar itself as well as this service in any mail by clicking on the corresponding links at the bottom
                of the mail.

            The legal basis for the processing of your data in conjunction with the webinar also via the platform
                "GoToWebinar" is Art. 6Abs. 1 lit. b) DSGVO. In case no contract has been concluded with you for
                participation in a webinar, Article 6 Abs. 1 lit. f) DSGVO provides the necessary legal basis, whereby
                the legitimate interest is then based on performing the webinar. In addition to performing webinars, it
                also includes the follow-up of statistical participation data for further customer support or the
                expansion of the user experience. This means that statistics data is collected and stored during and
                after the webinar is performed.

            The processing of your data via the platform of the service provider and processor LogMeIn, Inc. (as our
                processor) is based on Art. 28 DSGBO. The data will be processed in Germany, the European Union and the
                USA within the legal scope of the law. An adequate level of data protection is guaranteed by various
                measures:

            1. LogMeIn, Inc. is certified under the Privacy Shield (verifiable here)).
 2. We have been concluded a contract on order data
                processing with LogMeIn, Inc. based on the EU standard contractual clauses.

            Please also refer to the privacy information of LogMeIn, Inc.

            By registering for a webinar, you will transmit your details to us for the purpose of participation at
                and performing the webinar in general as well as execution follow-up activities afterwards. We only use
                the data for purposes other than the aforementioned purposes or transfer it to other third parties, if
                this is permitted by law or if the user has explicitly agreed on it. In addition, our other data
                protection notices apply.


    



